How your fundraising can make a difference

Thank you so much for taking on The Big 30 to fundraise for Parkinson’s Disease research!

Here are some examples to help you set your target or choose how much to donate to the cause:

- **£30** could fund use of a machine to assess the effect of a drug treatment on individual patients’ cells
- **£30** could fund two hours of research by our early career scientists
- **£60** could keep cells from Parkinson’s patients alive for 4 days to use for research
- **£60** will help to cover the cost of a clinical trial for a day
- **£90** could purchase equipment which helps researchers run 15 experiments to look deeper into Parkinson’s patients’ cells
- **£130** could purchase chemicals to help researchers run 20 experiments to understand how the body disposes of damaged cells in Parkinson’s patients
- **£130** could help fund training for the next generation of researchers
- **£300** will help fund a patient biopsy so researchers can develop individual treatments

*Best of luck with your challenges and your fundraising!*